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INTRODUCTION 

It had been noticed and reported by a member of Research 
Department staff living in Westerham that a considerable number of' 
reflections were noticeable on §. television picture.. It was thought 
that such multipath transmissions mig..lJ.t affect FM transmissions 
adversely. It was therefore decided to carry out an experiment-to 
find out if this was likely to be the case using the Alexandra Palace 
]'M transmissions 0 

It was approciatad that the actual field strength receivable 
from Alexandra Palace was very low and that it might be difficult 
to simulate a praatical condition of receiving sensitivity, and 
linliting level 01' field strength~ If however, even under these 
conditions, it coulo. bo shmrn. that multipath effects were negligible 
it would bo l.U1.:nocessary to continue the investigation further. 

G EN:Eu.'1:{AL 

Tho area covered by these tests was that between Westerham, 
Tatsfiold, Titsoy and Limpsfiold, (Kent.) Fig" 1 shows the area 
covered and the listening points referred to in follOWing 
paragraphs. 

A preliminary L"tJ.vestigation Was made in this area in order 
to find the actual spots whore echo signals were likely to occur. 
This was done using a Pyo television set and dipole aerial. 

While descending from Botley Hill (870 ft.) in the direction 
of Titsoy and Limpsfield it was fou~d that the direct path Signal 
strength gradually falls, reaching a minimum at listening point 2 
(450 ft.), after which itrisos again gradually. During this 
descent the echoes gradually increase in amplitude reaching a 
mnXDnltffi at listening point 1(750 ft.), afte~ which they fall 
off in amplitude. Travelling from Limpsfield to Westerham very 
little echo 'lIms visible until the outskirts of Westerham were 
reached. JiJIost of the observed echoes were in the S ~W. of Westerham. 



On going from Vlesterham to Tatsfield nrultipath effects gradually, 
decreased until at Pilgrims Way, listening point 4 (550 ft.) 
they were no longer visible. but they reappeared to a slight 
extent after this. Except between Tatsfield and Botley Hill 
and on Pilgrims Way near the Vlesterham - Tatsfield road, short 
range echoes which spoilt the definition were present on all the 
abovo mentioned roads. 

At listening point 1 (750 ft.) on the morning transmission 
of 15.7.48. the main echo was at approxi:mc'ltely 1 ~sec., about 
half the direct wave amplitude; a second faint echo at :3 ~, secs, 
was visible. At listening point 2 one faint echo at 2 ~secs. 
Wc.s seen. These echoes were about double this amplitude during 
the evening transmission, 

At listening point 3, Pitts Cottage, Westerham, (370 ft.) on 
the morning of 15.7.48 there were four echoes up to 6 ~seds. the 
strongest of these at :3 ~secs. was approximately half the direct 
wave amplitude. During the evening transmission these echoes 
incroQsed in amplitude so that the echoes present were:-

at 2 ~ ~secs. varying betwoen a quarter and twice the direct 
wave amplitude, at 6 ~secs. varying between half and four 
time s the direct v~ave amplitude and at 12 ~secs. varying up 
to half, the direct wave amplitude. 

These variations were a function of position only. Raising 
the aerial increased the direct wave only, while horizontal 
movement only changed the echo amplitudes. These echo 
amplitudes varied independently, a movement of 5 - 10 ft. giving 
a chnnge from ma:x:. to min. 

The morning results were confirmed on the morning of 16.7.48. 

These tests were carried out on the 'evening transmission of 
15.7.48 and the morning transmission of 16.7.48. As with the 

, television tests the effects noticed were mUch more distinct 
during the evening transmission than during the morning transmission. 

The listening tests were mainly carried out where the television 
echoos were greatest, as well as over the whole area oovered by the 
tolevision tests. 



It was found that at the points where the echoes had 
heen most noticeable on television thero were very localized 
points in which the field strength of the FM signal fell to a 
very low value. This reduction was aocompanied by a very great 
increase in noise level, the noise being louder than the programme 
at times. During the evening tro.nsmission severe distortion was 
noticed at some of thsse potnts. The noise level was probably 
due to the limitar not 'working because of insufficient signe:l 
input It It was tound that in all cases a movement of the aerial 
by at the most 1 :ft. in a horfzontal diredion would cause all 
the noise and distortion to disappear, giving a signal similar 
to that found on the top of the h:Ul near Tatsfield. It wns 
noticod that these pcints occurred near trees, telephone wires 
or similar ob jects. lNhe1l near trees a v8:::,tical mavement of 
the aorial was not so effectivG in remuving this effect as it 
was iiJhen telephone wires were the nearby object, Trees up to 
distances of 8 yds. 0:1:: more gave this effoct .. 

No other effect due to muUipath signalo was observed. 

C ONC llJSION 
-'-'~-'''-"-'''-''~ 

The conclusJ.0n drnilv'll from these te.sts is, that provided 
rOQsonab13 CQre is taken in the siting of the receiving ,aerial, 
multipath distortion on an F.iVI service nan be avoided under t,he 
conditions of local topography of the Greater London area. 
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